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Instructions
Listen with headphones and eyes closed. Visualize any
situation where you are able to quickly and easily
understand and master all that is happening, and come
up with any needed solutions in the moment. See yourself
being congratulated for your intelligence and quick
thinking ability. See yourself learning and completely
understanding any information.

Tips for Success
Keep a daily journal and record any objective evidence that
you are becoming smarter and smarter. Write down any
comments others make about your intelligence.
Please visit our forum to share your successes, or to ask
any questions:
mindpersuasion.net

Affirmations
all limiting beliefs have left you
all limiting beliefs have left me
your concentration and memory are in peak condition
my concentration and memory are in peak condition
you are a super genius
I am a super genius
you learn anything at maximum speed, now and forever
I learn anything at maximum speed, now and forever
you reroute your neural networks for maximum
intelligence
I reroute my neural networks for maximum intelligence
your creativity and imagination are unlimited
My creativity and imagination are unlimited
My IQ is improving daily
your IQ is improving daily
your brain operates at peak capacity and efficiency

my brain operates at peak capacity and efficiency
your mental agility is super strong
my mental agility is super strong
you facilitate the instant recall of information your
conscious mind seeks
I facilitate the instant recall of information my conscious
mind seeks
new ideas, thoughts and information flow through you
easily, naturally and endlessly
new ideas, thoughts and information flow through me
easily, naturally, and endlessly
you are incredibly wise and insightful
I am incredibly wise and insightful
you are expanding your mind way beyond its current limit
I am expanding my mind way beyond its current limit
you are able to perceive, understand and wisely use you
intuition
I am able to perceive, understand and wisely use my
intuition
you have a superior autobiographical memory

I have a superior autobiographical memory
your intuitive intelligence is growing stronger
my intuitive intelligence is growing stronger
you create innovative ideas and inventions
I create innovative ideas and inventions
you are developing to your ultimate intellectual potential
I am developing to my ultimate intellectual potential
you have god like intelligence
I have god like intelligence
you possess a vast amount of information and knowledge
on all things
I possess a vast amount of information and knowledge on
all things
you possess incredible wisdom and intelligence
I possess incredible wisdom and intelligence
you can interpret advanced concepts of math and science
without prior learning
I can interpret advanced concepts of math and science
without prior learning

you can invent scientifically complex gadgets and
machinery
I can invent scientifically complex gadgets and machinery
you demonstrate mind blowing levels of proficiency and
efficiency in everything you do
I demonstrate mind blowing levels of proficiency and
efficiency in everything I do
you can immediately conceive complex formulas and
models
I can immediately conceive complex formulas and models
your mind is capable of carrying out multiple calculations
and thought processes at once
my mind is capable of carrying out multiple calculations
and thought processes at once
your brain operates like a hyper computer, processing
unlimited amounts of information
my brain operates like a hyper computer, processing
unlimited amounts of information
you have limitless IQ and intellectual capacity
I have limitless IQ and intellectual capacity
you are a skilled computer programmer

I am a skilled computer programmer
you are a skilled designer
I am a skilled designer
you are a skilled innovator
I am a skilled innovator

